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Welcome to the Japan Statistical Society (JSS) 
JSS Mission Statements 

Statistical Science is a fundamental learning involving all areas of activities concerning both the nature and 

the human beings. The specialized fields of study of the researchers and the practitioners range from 

government-related studies to areas such as the humanities, social sciences, economics, management 

sciences, natural sciences, engineering, medicine, pharmacy, and so on. Statistics has evolved into a highly 

interdisciplinary science. Moreover, recent years have been witnessing the ever-increasing importance in 

methodologies for data analyses due to the rapid technological progress and popularization of the computers. 

The cooperation among computer scientists, practitioners and statisticians and that between the practitioners 

themselves have never been more important. With such a background, to reflect the versatility of its 

members, JSS aims at contributing to further development of research and application in areas including the 

fundamental studies of statistics, all kinds of applications, and statistical education as well. By hosting its 

scientific meetings through the Japanese Federation of Statistical Science Associations, it also plays a vital 

role in providing an avenue for communicating with various other disciplines and with other practitioners. 

For further promoting statistics, a discipline for all sciences, we welcome the warm participation in, 

cooperation with and support for JSS from all who share an interest in statistics. 

 

JSS Activities 

 publishing statistical journals (English and Japanese journals) 

 annual (joint) statistical meeting 

 varieties of awards (JSS Prize, JSS Activity Prize, JSS Statistics Education Prize, 

Ogawa Research Prize) 

 

To Join JSS 

Write directly to the JSS office through shom@jss.gr.jp 

 

JSS Annual Membership Fees 

(1)  Members    8,000 yen, 

(2)  Fellows     8,000 yen, 

(3)  Senior Fellows    5,000 yen, 

(4)  Students     4,000 yen, 

(5)  Corporate members (single unit) 10,000 yen (more than 3 units) 
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